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Abstract 
An important special case of the problem studied in Cheng and Kovalyov (1996) arises when 
there are equal set-up times and equal job processing times. Computational complexity of this 
case was indicated to be open, however. I prove its NP-hardness. 
Kqwmk Scheduling; Batching; Due date assignment: Computational complexity 
Cheng and Kovalyov [l] introduced the following due date assignment and schedul- 
ing problem. There are n groups of jobs to be scheduled for processing on a single 
machine. All jobs are available at time zero. Each group j consists of qj > I identi- 
cal jobs with a same processing requirement pi 3 0 and a weight w, 3 0. Each job is 
completed immediately when its processing is finished. Each group may be partitioned 
into batches containing contiguously scheduled jobs. A set-up time si 3 0 is required 
before a batch of group j is processed if it is processed first on the machine or im- 
mediately after a batch of another group. Thus, set-up times are sequence independent. 
The machine can handle at most one job at a time and cannot process any job whilst a 
set-up is being performed. A schedule specifies the size of each batch, i.e. the number 
of jobs it contains, and the processing order for the batches. A due date value u’>O 
common to all jobs has to be determined. For any schedule and any due date value d, 
a job i with completion time C’; is euul~, if C, dd and it is tavdls if Ci > d. The number 
of tardy jobs of group j is denoted by L$. The objective is to determine a value for 
the common due date d and a schedule so as to minimize the sum of the due date 
assignment penalty and the weighted number of tardy jobs: r(d)+ EYE, w,U,. The due 
date assignment penalty function r(d) is defined as follows: given a threshold value 
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R>,O and a coefficient a>O, r(d)=0 if d<R and r(d)==ad if d>R. All data are 
assumed to be integers. 
Given a due date value d, the structure of an optimal schedule can be restricted so 
as each group has at most one early batch scheduled at or before d and at most one 
tardy batch scheduled after d. Furthermore, early batches as well as tardy batches can 
be scheduled in arbitrary order. 
The computational complexity of only one special case of this problem with equal 
parameters remained an open question until now. In this case denoted by l/sj =s, pj = 
P/C ujjL$ + r(d), th ere are equal set-up times and equal job processing times. The 
following theorem resolves computational complexity of this case. 
Theorem 1. The problem l/S, = S, pj = l/C Wjq + r(d) is NP-hard. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2 in [l], we use a transformation from the 
NP-complete problem EQUAL CARDINALITY PARTITION [2]: given positive integers 
al,...,& where k is even and C:=,aj=A, is there a set ScN=(l,...,k} such 
that ISI =k/2 and C. ,Es aj =A/2? Assume, without loss of generality, that A >k. If 
A <k, then the problem can be solved polynomially. 
Given any instance of EQUAL CARDINALITY PARTITION, construct the following instance 
of our problem. Set 3 = (A + al ). . . (A + a& ). There are k groups with Sj = s = 2kAB, 
pi=l, qj=A+aj and wj=B(A+aj+l)/(A+aj) forj==l,...,k. Define R=k*AB 
+(k+ l)A/2 and cc=l, i.e. r(d)=0 if O<d<R and r(d)=d otherwise. We show 
that there exists a set S for which JSI = k/2 and C. JtS aj = A/2 if and only if there 
is a solution to the constructed instance of our problem with the objective value not 
exceeding y = B(kA + A + k)/2. 
If there is a set S for which IS/ = k/2 and C. ltS aj = A/2, then define d = R and 
schedule all jobs of the groups of S to be early. In this case, r(d) =0 and the com- 
pletion time of the last early job is 
~(S+qjpj)~sk/2+~(A+aj)=k*AB+k$+~=R. 
j&T jES 
Thus, all jobs of the groups of N\S are tardy and we have 
C Wjq + r(d) = C B(A + aj + l)qj/(A + aj) 
jEN jEN\S 
=B(A+ 1); +B c aJ = _% 
jEN\S 
as required. 
Suppose there is a solution to the constructed instance of our problem with the 
objective value not exceeding y. Note that d < R and r(d) = 0 since otherwise r(d) = 
d > R > y. As mentioned above, it can be assumed that each group has at most one early 
batch and at most one tardy batch. Furthermore, there are exactly k/2 early batches as 
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follows. There cannot be more than k/2 early batches since the completion time of the 
last early batch will then be at least (k/2 + 1 )s > R. Also, there cannot be less than k/2 
early batches since there will then be at most (k/2 - 1 )A + C,,, ai = kA/2 
and, hence at least CiEN qj - kA/2 = (k/2 + 1 )A tardy jobs, which implies 
Cw;U,+-(d)=BC U,(A+a,+l)/(A+aj)>B~ Uj>B 
k 
IEN jEN 
2+ 
jEN 
The last inequality holds due to A >k. 
Let S be the set of all groups having early batches. It follows that jobs 
early jobs 
1 A > J’. 
) 
of groups 
from N\S are all tardy. We have shown that IS/ = IN\SI = k/2. Let ei and ti be the 
numbers of early and tardy jobs of group j, respectively, for ,j = 1,. , k. For the total 
set-up and processing requirement of early batches, we have 
from which we obtain xJES ej <(k+l)A/2 and, since Cjts ei+CjCs tj+C,,,~,\, q, = 
xiEN q, = (k + 1)A and jN\Sl = k/2, 
Ctj+ C a,>:. 
its /EN/S 
(1) 
Let us evaluate the objective value: 
c w,ti = B C [i(A + aj + l)/(A + aj) + C (A + aj + 
jE>Y /ES /EN\S 
= B C lj(A + a, + 1 )/(A + aj) + :(A + 1 )k + C 
jES 
< y = ;B(kA + A + k). 
Rearranging this inequality, we obtain 
c tiCA + a, + 1 )/(A + a,) + c a, < iA. 
/ES jtN\S 
(2) 
From (1) and (2), we obtain CjCs , t-(A + aj + l)/(A + aj) < Cjrs ti, or equivalently, 
xlrs ti/‘(A + ai) 60. Since all <i are nonnegative, we deduce that tj = 0 for all ,i E S. 
Substitution of zero values for tj in (1) and (2) yields CJEN,S a,i = C,ES ai = iA, as 
required. 0 
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